EXAMPLE
COVID SAFETY PLAN GENERAL GUIDELINES

Covid Compliance:
All Incoming crew (transpacific and interisland) will have completed a test within 72 hours of
arrival as required by the state. Local crew will also be tested prior to working.
Before arriving each day every member of the group will need to submit a symptom
questionnaire (https://www.fx-group.com/covid).
No one reporting symptoms or reporting known exposure will be allowed to show up on set.
Upon arrival, every person will be temperature checked. Masks will be required at all times for
everyone unless they socially distance themselves from everyone by at least 20 feet. Only the
talent will be permitted to remove their mask while on camera or receiving makeup treatment. A
face shield will be available to them and the stylists. Hand sanitizer will be provided to everyone
on set and available throughout the day. We will be encouraging constant hand washing and
reminding people to keep their masks on, sanitize hands, keep their distance etc. Jobs with
more than 5 people will have a CCO on set.
At lunch break, everyone will again be temperature tested and asked to report any symptoms
that may have arisen.
Anyone reporting symptoms will immediately be removed from set and sent for medical
evaluation.
Meals:
will be provided by a caterer in pre-packaged single use containers. There will be no buffet
table or handling of food items by anyone except the caterer.
Drinks and snacks will be distributed by the caterer without physical contact. People are
encouraged to bring their own reusable container. There will be no traditional crafty table.
The public:
We completely understand and respect (and will enforce) the notion that we do not have
exclusive use of any public property even with a permit. We will work around the general public
and politely enforce physical distancing between the crew and general public if necessary.
There will be no obstruction of traffic or pedestrian access unless it is a brief moment required to
maintain social distancing as recommended for everyone. We will keep the public a safe
distance from the crew at all times without restricting the public's right of way or preventing them
from sharing the general area.
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